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"Don’t brag about tomorrow, since you don’t know what the day will bring." - Proverbs 27: 1  NLT
James 4: 13 Come now, you who say, “Today or tomorrow we will  go to such and such a city, spend

a year there, buy and sell, and make a profit”; 14 whereas you do not know what will happen
tomorrow. For what is your life? It is even a vapor that appears for a little time and then vanishes

away. 15 Instead you ought to say, “If the Lord wills, we shall live and do this or that.”

CHORUS
TWENTY-FOUR HOURS BEFORE,  no one had dreamed,  no one had known
Life would change,  forever  after  these  TWENTY-FOUR HOURS BEFORE.   So 
constantly pray to The LORD.  first Thessalonians  5:  17,
Talk with God named Yahweh  through your day.
Whatever happens,  God helps those who Honor Him. 

VERSE   1
TWENTY-FOUR HOURS BEFORE  death rained from the skies, and started a war,  DID 
we see the world as a dangerous place,  BUT relax in our own "personal space",
forgetting to call on the LORD,  Creator,  Only Way  we can be saved?

BRIDGE
Do not waste time, for this day just might be the last day before ev'rything changes.
Choose to give God  these TWENTY-FOUR HOURS   as God warns you, in love: James 4 Day.

VERSE   2
TWENTY-FOUR HOURS BEFORE  that hospital trip, or funeral home,  DID
we make Life plans with no thought  death might knock?  we
relax in our plans, surprised they're not blessed
with success by God,  Who we had ignored.  Caring only if we're saved. >> BR

VERSE   3
TWENTY-FOUR HOURS BEFORE  the  world had been mocking God's warning words. Then
a shepherd boy found old Qumran scrolls*    that 
verified God's words had not been changed through
centuries.  and now we had no excuse:   Isaiah's book:  Messiah  saves.  > BR, CHORUS
.
===========================================================================================

.
* Qumran is a ruin from ~67 BC right before 2nd Temple was destroyed: On  a dry plateau 
about 1.5 km from the NW shore of Dead Sea in Israel.  In 1947, a young boy tossing
 stones "accidentally" (God's way) found ancient scrolls with scriptures in pottery jars, incl. of 
Isaiah 53, Prophecy of the Messiah, that were probably hidden by priests preparing for battle.
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